1. Consumer Magazine Article: Places (16 entries)
Judge: Scott Stuckey, author of National Geographic’s *Ultimate Field Guide to Travel Photography* (http://amzn.to/11u2yI9) and former managing editor of *National Geographic Traveler*.

**First Place:** “This is Drill, Bitch,” by Lauren Schwartzberg, Northwestern University. David Abrahamson, adviser

**Second Place:** “A Curious Quiet Place,” by Jennifer McCoy, Northwestern University. David Abrahamson, adviser

**Third Place:** “Can We Save the World?” by Mark Olalde, Northwestern University. David Abrahamson, adviser

2. Consumer Magazine Article: People (45 entries)
Judge: Richard B. Stolley, senior editorial adviser at Time Inc. and founding editor of *People*

**First Place:** “Reading Rainbow,” by Chantel O’Neal, University of Missouri. Jennifer Rowe, David Reed and John Fennell, advisers

**Second Place:** “Sweet, tender and a little unruly,” by Emily Inverso, Kent State University. Jan Leach, adviser

**Third Place:** “Tart and Soul,” by Loren Hendin, Ryerson University. Lynn Cunningham, adviser

**Honorable Mention:** “Tails From the Underground,” by Amanda Sims, Columbia College Chicago. Sharon Bloyd-Peshkin, adviser

**Honorable Mention:** “The Fight of Their Lives,” by Taylor Ellis, Ball State University. David Sumner, adviser

3. Consumer Magazine Article: Investigation and Analysis (17 entries)
Keith Reed, senior editor of *ESPN*

**First Place:** “Silenced Voices,” by Tyler Jett, University of Florida. Ted Spiker, adviser

**Second Place:** “Hook, Line and Sinker,” by Paige Zidek, Drake University. Lori Blachford, adviser

**Third Place:** “The ‘G’ Word,” by Mark Haymond, Kent State. Jacqueline Marino, adviser

4. Consumer Magazine Article: Service and Information (18 entries)
Judge: Travis Jennings Brown, associate editor, *Popular Mechanics*, and travel contributor to CNN

**First Place:** “The Footsteps of a Legend: Tracing Hemingway Through Spain,” by Sophia Jones, University of Alabama. Kim Bissell, adviser

**Second Place:** “Hiking the Hoosier National Forest,” by Jessica Contrera, Indiana University. Nancy Comiskey, adviser

**Third Place:** “Pinning Down a Niche in Pinterest,” by Johanna Willett, University of Arizona. Lisa Button, adviser
Honorable Mention: “La Rioja: The Heart of Spanish Wine,” by Alan Alexander, University of Alabama. Kim Bissell, adviser

Honorable Mention: “Concert Venues: Best of the Midwest,” by Kayli Kunkel, Drake University. Lori Blachford, adviser

5. Consumer Magazine Article: Feature (46 entries)
Judge: Mike Sager, writer-at-large for *Esquire* and author of *Scary Monsters and Super Freaks* and *Revenge of the Donut Boys*

First Place: “The Columbia Job,” by Matt Schur, University of Missouri. Rob Weir and Rhonda Prast, advisers

Second Place: “The Media Diet,” by Stephanie Maris, Ryerson University. Stephen Trumper, adviser

Third Place: “Home In One Place: A Southside Story,” by Darryl Holliday and Eric Rodriguez, Columbia College Chicago. Sharon Floyd-Peshkin, adviser

Honorable Mention: “Dubois County Dew,” by Kyle Clayton, Indiana University. Nancy Comiskey, adviser

Honorable Mention: “Print Junkies: Print Thrives at City Newsstand,” by Nolan Feeney, Northwestern University. Patti Wolter, adviser

6. Consumer Magazine Article: First Person (21 entries)
Judge: Seth Forges is freelance writer and the creator of the iPhone app Cloth [clothapp.com]. Previously, he worked as an editor and writer at *Maxim, Popular Mechanics*, and *Men’s Health*. He contributes to *InStyle, Fast Company, Forbes, Men’s Journal, Maxim, Rolling Stone, Popular Mechanics*, and *Mashable*.

First Place: “In Memoriam,” by Hafsa Lodi, Ryerson University. Stephen Trumper, adviser

Second Place: “Failure to diagnose,” by Rachel Campbell, Kent State University. Jacqueline Marino, adviser

Third Place: “Right to Bare Arms,” by Melia Robinson, Syracuse University. Melissa Chester, adviser

7. Specialized Business Press Article (13 entries)
Judge: Sandi Wendelken, editor, RadioResource Media Group

First Place: “Endangered Species,” by Gin Sexsmith, Ryerson University. Lynn Cunningham, adviser

Second Place: “The Stand-Out Stout,” by Emily Wilkins, Michigan State University. Eric Freedman, adviser

Third Place: “Muggswigz Coffee & Tea Company, Canton, Ohio,” by Kathy Belden, University of Akron. Kathleen Endres, adviser

Honorable Mention: “Fitness gadgets to fuel next personal and work life convergence,” by Hannah Becker, Northeastern University. Cathy Gagne and Carolyn Gibney, advisers

Honorable Mention: “Restoration of the Cuyahoga: The Dams Fall,” by Erick Warinskey, University of Akron. Kathleen Endres, adviser
Honorable Mention: “Operation Bug Out: Pest Management in the U. S. Army, by Hannah Westberg, Trinity University. Sammeye Johnson, adviser

8. Online Magazine (8 entries)
Judge: Nick Fauchald, editor-in-chief of tastingtable.com, an online food magazine

First Place: CYN32 Degrees (CNY32Degrees.com), Syracuse University. Seth Gitner, adviser
Second Place: Ball Bearings (ballbearingsmag.com), Ball State University. David Sumner, adviser
Third Place: News House (thenewshouse.com), Syracuse University. John Glass, adviser

Judge: Roger Black, design director at Edipresse Asia in Hong Kong. Formerly, owner of Roger Black, a narrative design studio. He has designed or redesigned dozens of publications, print and digital, including Rolling Stone, Esquire, Newsweek, Bloomberg.com, and Sporting News.

First Place: Echo, Marieke McClendon and Sam Marin, art directors, Columbia College, Chicago. Zach Dodson, adviser
Second Place: A Magazine, Alyssa DeGeorge, creative director, Kent State University. Jan Leach, adviser
Third Place: Fusion, Jackie Bergeron, editor, Kent State University. Bruce Zake, adviser
Honorable Mention: DUH, Marina Shawd, editor, Drake University. Jeff Inman, adviser

Judge: Peter Moore, editor of Men’s Health Magazine and Men’s Health iPad edition

First Place: Man Up, Emily Tozer, editor, Drake University. Lori Blachford, adviser
Second Place: Echo, Columbia College Chicago, Brian Dukerschein and Kathleen Costanza, co-managing editors. Sharon Bloyd-Peshkin, adviser
Third Place: Jerk, Christina Sterbenz, editor, Syracuse University. Melissa Chessher, adviser

Judge: Lucy Danzinger, editor-in-chief of SELF

First Place: 2013 D&M Magazine, Catie Druzzel, Editor, Drexel University. Nick Cassaway, adviser
Second Place: The Burr (April 2013), Anthony Dominic, editor, Kent State University. Jacqueline Marino, adviser
Third Place: A Magazine, Emily Inverso, editor-in-chief, Kent State University. Jan Leach, adviser
Honorable Mention: Drake Magazine, Jeff Nelson, editor, Drake University. Lori Blachford, adviser
Honorable Mention: Alpine Living Magazine (issue 5), Amanda Sams, editor, University of Alabama. Kim Bissell, adviser
12. Start-up Magazine Project: Team (14 entries)
Judge: Nina Elder, deputy food editor, *Every Day with Rachael Ray*

First Place: *JACK*, Ryquiria Byrd, Michael Pottebaum, Jamie Hausman, Kaylen Ralph, Anna Bolka and Will Guildin, University of Missouri. John Fennell and Erica Babcock, advisers

Second Place: *Zeitgeist*, Kinsey Sullivan, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Bill Cloud, adviser

Third Place: *REVIVE*, Kayla Alewel, Karee Hackel, Bridget Kapp, Anne Koncki, Harriet White and Elizabeth Burns, University of Missouri. John Fennell and Erica Babcock, advisers

13. Start-up Magazine Project: Individual (13 entries)
Judge: Kevin P. Keefe, vice president-editorial, publisher, Kalmbach Publishing Co. in Waukesha, Wisconsin. Kalmbach publishes hobby and special interest magazines

First place: *Jest*, Rachel Weeks, Drake University. Jeff Inman, adviser

Second place: *Unique*, Bianca Lovera Lopez, Drake University. Jeff Inman, adviser

Third place: *Finished*, Brian Boggess, Virginia Commonwealth University. Garreth C. Blackwell, adviser